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The Winter War, fought between Finland and the Soviet Union from November 30,

1939, to March 13, 1940, saw an underdog country fiercely defend its

independence against a massive aggressor. This conflict is not only a testament

to the indomitable spirit of the Finnish people but also showcases their

remarkable military effectiveness despite being heavily outnumbered and

outgunned.

The Finnish Defensive Tactics

When the Soviet forces launched their invasion, the Finnish military adopted a

brilliant strategy to turn the harsh winter conditions in their favor. The Finns were

well acquainted with their homeland's challenging terrain, characterized by dense

forests, countless lakes, and frozen marshlands. They cleverly used guerilla

warfare tactics, blending seamlessly with the environment, ambushing the Soviet

troops, and then melting back into the snowy wilderness.
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Weaponizing the Winter

The Finnish soldiers took full advantage of their expertise in surviving and

maneuvering through harsh winter environments. The thick snow covered the
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noise of their movements, allowing them to launch surprise attacks on the

unsuspecting Soviet troops. Additionally, the Finns utilized skis to navigate quickly

and silently across the treacherous snowy terrain, giving them a significant edge

over the Soviet infantry.

Snipers: A Silent Lethality

The Finnish snipers were a formidable force during the Winter War. These highly

skilled marksmen inflicted substantial casualties on the Soviet soldiers, providing

a continuous psychological and tactical advantage to the Finnish military. With

their white camouflage suits and concealed positions, they were virtually invisible

to the enemy, delivering deadly accuracy from distances that exceeded the range

of Soviet rifles.

The Motti Tactics

The Finnish military developed a unique strategy known as "Motti," where they

effectively encircled and isolated specific Soviet units. By employing this method,

they could concentrate their forces on smaller enemy groups, effectively crippling

Soviet formations and creating chaos within the ranks of the Red Army. The Motti

tactics played a significant role in the Finnish military's success.

Elite Ski Troops: The Jaegers

In the midst of the Winter War, the Finnish Jaegers emerged as an essential

component of the Finnish military. These elite ski troops were trained to operate

independently behind enemy lines, relying on their exceptional skiing and survival

skills. The Jaegers disrupted Soviet supply lines, carried out sabotage missions,

and gathered valuable intelligence, weakening the Soviet forces and boosting

Finnish dominance in the war.

Finland's Resolve: A National Effort



The unparalleled resolve of the Finnish people played a crucial role in their

military effectiveness. Every corner of the nation was involved in the war effort,

with civilians volunteering to support troops, donating supplies, and even joining

paramilitary organizations. The unity and determination showcased by the Finnish

population contributed significantly to their success in withstanding the Soviet

onslaught.

The Treaty of Moscow: The End of the Winter War

Despite Finland's admirable resistance, the Winter War ultimately concluded with

the signing of the Treaty of Moscow on March 13, 1940. Finland had ceded

several territories to the Soviet Union but preserved its independence. This

outcome was a clear testament to the impressive military effectiveness displayed

by the Finnish forces, as they held their ground against overwhelming odds.

Legacy of the Winter War

The Winter War left a lasting impact on Finland's national identity. It fostered a

sense of unity, resilience, and military prowess that continues to define the

Finnish Armed Forces. The lessons learned from this conflict played a crucial role

in shaping Finland's defense strategies and military doctrine, ensuring its

preparedness for future conflicts. The Finnish military's effectiveness during the

Winter War remains a source of pride and inspiration for the nation.
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This book analyzes the multi-faceted phenomenon of Finnish military

effectiveness in the Winter War (1939–40). Drawing on a wide array of primary

and secondary sources, Pasi Tuunainen shows how by focusing on their own

strengths and pitting these against the weaknesses of their adversary, the Finns

were able to inflict heavy casualties on the Red Army whilst minimizing their own

losses. The Finns were able to use their resources for effective operational

purposes, and perform almost to their full potential. The Finnish small-unit tactics

utilized the terrain and Arctic conditions for which they had prepared themselves,

as well as forming cohesive units of well-motivated and qualitatively better

professional leaders and citizen soldiers who could innovate and adapt. The

Finnish Army had highly effective logistics, support and supply systems that kept

the troops fighting.
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